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The paper is concerned with the fluxes of energetic electrons entering the
high-latitude at=osphere during auroral radio absorption event_, and with their
e_fect on the electron density in the auroral D region. We attempt to calcu-
late the radio absorption during precipitation events fro_ the fluxes of ener-
getic electrons _ea_urtd at geosyucbronous orbit, and then consider the use of
absorption measure=ants to indicate the _agnetospheric particle fluxes, and the ._.-
production rates and electron densities in the V region,

Although riometers have been operated at high latitudes since the Inter-
national Geophysical Year of 1957-58. and deaplte a general acceptance that in
the auroral zones they register the effects of energetic electrons which reach
the D region during precipitation events, there has persisted a lack of hard
evidence on the cause-and-effect relationships involved. It has not been
clear, for ex.._ple, which part of the electron spectrt_ causes _omt of the
auroral radio absorption, or how ex_Ictly one can account for the absorption
quantitatively fro_ knowledge of the electron cpectru_. Further, it has not

• , been established whether radio-absorption _easurc_ents using rio=eters can
f'_ serve to indicate the _guetoapheric fluxes, the fluxes reaching the at=o-

• . sphere, or the resulting electron density distribution in the lower ionosphere -
though useful results fron rockets have recently be_ published concerning the
last point (Friedr/ch and Torkar, 1983; _liyaz_kl etal., 1981). Considering
the advantages of the rio'_ter tecl_ique as an auroral _onitor (simplicity and
continuity of operation, and cuitability for use in a netuork), a_d an increas-
ing tendency to combine ric_eter data with _easurenents fro_ other ground-based
techniques such at c_erae and _a_gnetc_eters in auroral studies, it would be a

• great advantage to have • _vre _ecific interpretation of riometer data. The
comparison which we att.-_t here therefore has a practical aspect as well as
the scientific one. .,

There are _everal links in the chain of events connecting _agnetospheric
particles with auroral radio absorption:

Particle fluxes at geosynchronoua orbit

Ionospheric particle precipitation

Electron production rate

Electron density profile

Radio absorption profile

Total radio absorption.

The ionospheric production rate has been calculated fro= the inco=ing spectrt_
of energetic electrons using the _ethod of Rees (1963). The conversion of an
electron-density profile to an absorption profile is stralghtforvard given an
appropriate neutra_-at=osp_ere _odel, _nd the final inteEratlon to total ab-
sorption is trivial. _ince there are uncertainties about the ionospheric loam
rates linking pzoduction rate to electron density, we r._y be able to n_rrov the
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possibilities here; however, it turns out that the_e are also _jor effects in
the relation between magnetospheric particles and tho_e reaching the iono-

• sphere.
s

Pennmn etal. (1979 a, h) attempted to calculate auroral radio Lbs_rptlon

using particle data fro= the Eeosynchronous ATS-6. Those data included elec-
tron energies only up to 80 keV, and one result of the investigation vas that
although the 40-_0 keV band was i_portant in auroral absorption production,

extrapolation of the spectr_ st_.gestedthat the 80-160 key band should also be
inportant. Although reasonable agreement betveer calculated and obserced ab-
sorption yam obtained for sc=e events, the miler _euts presented greater
difficulty.

The present study uses the medium-energy charged-particle spectrometer on
GEOS-2, which covers the energy reJnge 15-300 keV. The detector reception angle
is rectangular_ _ 2" by ± 3", and the stJndsrd data processing sorts the fluxes
into blna according to pointing angles (with respect to the gtc_agnetic field_
whose orientation is knovn from the _gueto_eter) of 0* - 5", then every tO*,
up to 17_* - 180". There are 15 energy ranges, the energy being determined by
pulse height analysis. The events studied yore selected using the University
of Lancaster riometer network in Scandinavia. To try to ensure that th_ GEOS
footprint was close to the _rouod stations events were only used if there was
similarity of ti_e variation between the absorption event and the satellite
particle fluxm and if the absorption event was fairly uniform over the rio_eter
network. The absorption was calculated from the =ea0ured 0° - 5e fluxes for 37

i • ,, occa0ions between September 1978 and June 1979, two thirds of th=_ during the
• _ winter months. The absorption =ensured at 30 l_: r_,ged between 0.I dE and

•.: 6.0 dB. Initially, a height profile of the effective recombination coeffi-

;: cient, as. vaa assu_ed on the basis of published literature.

•_ Calculations of the absorption assu_ing that the measured O" - 5" flux is

: indee_ the flux precipitated into the atonal,here give values that _re about
• right for large events but are consistently over-estimates for the e_all

events. Taking the ratio R - A _ /A . ,vhere A - and A - are re-
OD_ C_lC . Oba COLC ,

spectively the observed and calculate_ absorption values, _€ zs found that the

variation of R with Aob s is yell represented by a relation

R - 1.15 tauh (Aobs/3.3). ~'"-.

_ The use of the ft_nction re,oh is purely empirical and at this stage has no sig-
nificance other than that it fits the data. The constant I.I_, whose value in

any case depends on the _agnitude of as(h) . represents the fact that vide-be_
: rlc_neterdata tend to overestimate the true (or zenithal) absorption because of

the obliquity of so_e of the received cos:ic-noise signals. Its precise value
is not germane to the present analysis. We note in passing that of the data
Points about one-thlrd represent daytime (i.e. sunlit ionosphere) and two-
thirds night (dark ionosphere), but the sa_e procedure works equally well for
both sets and it appears, therefore, that solar illt_ination has no significant
effect.

It seems likely that the departure of R from a constant value stems from
the asst_ption that the flux recorded by the CE05 detector within Pointing
angles O* - _* is the flux actually precipitated into the at_nosphere. The.
theory of pitch-angle diffusion givrn by Ecnnel and Pet.check (1966) shows thai:
there will be a distribution of pitch eagles within and just outside the loss
cone. Since the theorctlcal loss Cone in our case is 2.6", the detector will
record particles outside the loss cone that do not reach the at_.osphere, ltow
serious this is depends on the pitch angle diffusion coefficient, D. If D is
sufficiently l_rge ve have serous diffusion, with the loss cone re-filling

rapidly and an al_ost uniform distribution of pitch angles. In this extreme #
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the 0" - 5" flux indeed represents the flux in the loss cone. But if D is
s_all, diffusion is weak and there will be a hole in the pitch-angle distribu-
tion, a depletion to which the _ 2" by _ 3" detector is relatively insensitive.

Q

Calculations based on the Kennel and Petscheck theory have been carried
out to predict the response of the detector as functions of pointing angle and
diffusion coefficient, and by going back to the raw particle data ex_ples have

• been found which tend to confirm that the loss cone is more depleted (relative
to the region just outside the loss cone) for weak absorption events than for
stronger ones.

For an o-ty;_ loss process the radio absorption should be proportional to

the square root of the _duction rate. We therefore identify the term tanh
(A^_s/3.3) with (g/g n) " , where F. is the flux precipitated (i,e.
wi_n the 2.6" lois cone) and F i_ the 0'- 5" measured flux. From this

• . o n , ,
relation _t _s seen that F /F_ exceeds 50% xf A__ s • 3 dg, but xs only 10.
if A k" = 1 dB. To get th_ r_tio over 90Z, approaching an isotropic particle
distribution therefore, the observed absorption must exceed 6 dB. Absorption
events as large as this are infrequent. (During the whole IHS period of 4 years
there were only about 35 events > 6 dS in Scandinavia)• It se_s, therefore,
that most auroral absorption events occur under conditions of less than strong
diffusion.

It is also possible to relate the magnitude of the absorption ev_t _
that of th_ diffusion coefficient. Values range between about 1 x IO " •
to 3 x I0-_ s- from strong to weak absorption events.

flaying derived a method for calculating the radio absorption from particle
fluxes _easured at geosynchronoue orbit, we now consider what absorption
measurements using a tinkerer can tell us about magnetospheric particles and
about D-region electron densities, and what reliance can be placed on such
estimates. For this purpose the precipitating electrons are considered in
energy bands 20-40 keV, 40-30 keV, 80-160 keV and 160-320 keV. Plots of the
energy flux within a given bend and over pointing angles O" - 5" show the as-
sociation with the measured radio absorption to be best for the 40-80 key and
80-160 keV energy bands. The band 160-320 keV show no significant asso:iation,
indicating that these particles do not usually pxoduce much auroral absorption.

• . . For.the 40-80 keV and 80-160 keV bands it appears that the _easured auroral ab- ..:
sorption provides a worthwhile indicator of the energy flux if the absorption
exceeds 2 dB. Below that level it places an upper limit on the energy fluxes.
Equations have been derived for these relationships, both for 0" - 5" and for
trapped (85" - 95") particles. No day-night difference is evident.

The procedure has been carried through to estimates of electron-ion pro-
duction rates and electron densities, both as a ftmction of height in the D

region. As an exm_ple, the estimated prcd_ctlon rate (Q) at 8_ k_.is related
to the 30 }91zabsorption (A) by Q - 4620 A', where Q is in on- 8-i and A
is in de. The scatter of the data points suggests that a prediction using this
formula would be correct to within a factor of 2 on 95Z of occasions. In con-

verting production rates to electron densities.several profiles of the effective
recombination coefficient, o (h), were tried, and the final choice (which is
entirely consistent with published estimates era ) was influenced by reference
to rocket data on D-re_iou electron deusities during auroral absorption events.
The procedure eventually arrived at gives electron density profiles that agree
reasonably well with the analyses of acc_ulatlons of rocket data by Friedrich

• and Torkar (1983) and by Hiyazaki et al. (1981).

This study is being published in full in the Journal of Atmospheric and
Terrestrial Physics.
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